Do not draw anything above this line

LEE

Hang on to your sneakers, kid!
Take a pen, pencil, felt pen,
or whatever you want and fill the
blank boxes below. Each square
corresponds to an element of your
game.
When you’re done, just scan
your sheet and open it with the
application to see the result.

DECORATIONS
roof

title of the game

your name

music
percussion
electronic

acknowledgments

Some elements will make sense later,
if you have any doubt, you are free to
fill them out afterward. Now it’s your
turn to play !

calm
ambience
dynamic

draw the monster from the front

then in profile, facing left <-

draw the monster from the front

then in profile, facing left <-

ground

check if the
monster floats

MONSTER 2

monster
position

and erase your pencil strokes if you
want your monsters to look like real
buccaneer!

wall

GENERAL PARAMETERS

monster
position

CAPTAIN

GAME

this symbol means that the whole blank
part around your drawing will be removed
by the application
this symbol means that your drawing will
be repeated as a pattern in your game
these boxes are choices which are
proposed to you, color them in black
to check them
color each of these circles with a
different color to be able to place the
corresponding elements in your game

check if the
monster floats

WITH

VIDEO

OWN

be careful not to pass dotted dots,
or your drawing will be cut out anyhow!

YOUR

MONSTER 1

DRAW

OTHER ELEMENTS

items
positions
draw at the bottom the object that item 1
the player will have to find to win,
the other three can also be picked up

Treasure to find

item 2
wall decoration

item 3

this element will be randomly
placed on some walls of your game
Do not draw anything below this line

DRAW YOUR LEVEL

location of
start and end
color the boxes where you want to place your elements
with the corresponding color, color the walls black

